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Abstract—How should iterators be abstracted and encapsulated in modern imperative languages? We consider the combined impact of several factors on this question: the need for a common interface model for user-defined iterator abstractions, the importance of formal methods in specifying such a model, and problems involved in modular correctness proofs of iterator implementations and clients. A series of iterator designs illustrates the advantages of the swapping paradigm over the traditional copying paradigm. Specifically, swapping-based designs admit more efficient implementations while offering relatively straightforward formal specifications and the potential for modular reasoning about program behavior. The final proposed design schema is a common interface model for an iterator for any generic collection.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An iterator is an abstraction that supports sequential access to the individual items of a collection, without modifying the collection. Although some “academic” languages (most notably Alphard [16] and CLU [13]) include special language constructs for iterators, and others have been proposed [3], the most widely used modern imperative languages, such as Ada and C++, offer no special support for iterators. In these languages, iterators must be designed and encapsulated using the same mechanisms that are used for other user-defined abstractions: types, procedures, and packages/classes/modules. This paper discusses why previously published iterator designs are unsatisfactory in several respects, and considers the combined impact of several recent advances on the potential for improvement.

One such development is the proposal by Harms and Weide [9], [19] that swapping should replace copying as the primary data movement mechanism in imperative programs. In the swapping style of programming, the usual assignment operator, :=, disappears. (Of course, copying still can be achieved by calling a procedure to do it.) The universal method of data movement becomes the swap operator :=, which exchanges the values of its two operands. This subtle change leads to several advantages for designing and implementing generic reusable software components, including improved efficiency and simplified modular reasoning about program behavior. The swapping paradigm is especially valuable when dealing with potentially large and complex data structures that represent collections of items—just the situation in which iterators are normally used.

In other recent work, Edwards [4] proposes that the swapping paradigm might be applied to the design and implementation of iterators. He also addresses a serious problem facing software component designers, i.e., developing interface models that simplify component composition. Tracz [18] discusses an example involving what Edwards [5], [6] notices is an iterator. Edwards defines a common interface model informally (see [7] for a formal treatment) as a convention, shared by designers of piece-part families and their potential clients, for how the plugs and sockets of plug-compatible software components are supposed to work. It includes not only parameter profiles of operations but also a shared understanding of the abstract behavior of those operations.

A third recent development is the development of formal trace specifications for iterators by Lamb [12] and by Pearce and Lamb [15]. These papers clearly explain the need for, and difficulties in, formal specification of iterators. Two related aspects of this issue that must be faced when defining a common interface model are, How should the abstract behavior of an iterator be designed so that all relevant features can be formally specified, and how can we use this specification to reason about program behavior? Especially in a component-based system, this reasoning must be modular; i.e., it must be possible to reason about the correctness of the iterator implementation independently of each client program, and vice versa. The crucial importance of, and difficulties with, modular verification of realistically large software systems in modern languages with data abstraction are noted by Ernst et al. [8] and Hollingsworth [10], among others.

Previous work on iteration over the elements of a composite data structure, summarized nicely by Bishop [1], has not considered together efficiency with respect to copying, the need for formal specification of a common interface model,
and the importance of modular reasoning about correctness in the design of iterators. This paper therefore has the following related objectives:

1) To show how to design an iterator in the swapping paradigm, which permits a most-efficient implementation, i.e., one that does not copy either items of the collection or the collection's representation data structure;

2) To give an abstract model-oriented specification of an iterator for a particular abstract collection of items, so the iterator's abstract interface is clearly and unambiguously defined;

3) To explain how this specification supports modular reasoning about the behavior of the iterator implementation and its clients, and modular verification of programs involving iterators; and

4) To demonstrate how the design can be generalized to lead to similar iterators for any abstract collection, thereby promoting composability of components.

This paper is, in effect, a proposal for a common interface model for a large class of iterators. A superficial examination of this model suggests that it is not much different from previously published iterators. In fact, however, our designs resemble others, primarily in having similar names for the operations. The behavior of these operations—both in functionality and performance—is subtly but importantly different.

Section II begins with a review of past work on iterators and notes the problems with previous designs. We also review the swapping paradigm and the RESOLVE notation for formal specification, and introduce a simple example that forms the basis for development of a simple iterator: a first-in, first-out (FIFO) queue abstract data type (ADT). Section III explains, step-by-step, how to arrive at the design of an acceptable swapping-style iterator for this ADT. It addresses objectives 1)–3) above for each candidate design along the way. Finally, Section IV discusses variations and extensions, and shows how the method used for the simple FIFO queue example can be generalized to a schema for specifying iterators for arbitrary collection types. All iterators designed using these principles share a common interface model, which can serve as the basis for interfaces exported by Ada generic packages and C++ class templates, among others. Example code for two typical client operations is provided in the Appendix.

II. BACKGROUND

This section discusses the features required of an acceptable iterator design, the rationale for limiting the discussion to user-defined abstractions (as opposed to built-in language constructs that support iterators), relevant details of the swapping paradigm, and our approach to, and notation for, formal specification. Throughout the discussion, we refer to the client (respectively, "client program" or "client code") and the implementer (respectively, "implementation"). The former is the programmer (respectively, program) that uses the abstract iterator concept. The latter is the programmer (respectively, program) that realizes the iterator abstraction in the form of an executable code.

A. Iterators

The simplest kind of iterator permits a client program to examine (i.e., to execute some piece of code for) each of the items of a collection without modifying the collection as a side effect of iterating over it. The items are presented to the client in some order that is based on the collection abstraction. Examples include enumerating and accumulating information about the items in a set, printing all the items in a tree, and copying a FIFO queue. There is no natural order for iterating over the elements of a set (any order will do), but there are several useful presentation orders for trees and an obvious natural order for a FIFO queue.

There are various more complex iterators and possible uses for them. For example, we might wish to be able to exit early from an iteration based on satisfaction of some condition, to have some control over the order of iteration or to leave it entirely unspecified and up to the implementer's discretion; or we might wish to change the original collection or its items while iterating over it. We begin by considering the simplest case described above, and discuss more complex cases in Section IV. A review of past work suggests that there are two subtle aspects of even the simplest iterators.

1) Correctness: It should not be permissible for a (correct) client program to iterate over a collection while interleaved operations on that collection might be changing it. We call this property noninterference.

2) Efficiency: It should be possible for a client program to iterate over a collection without copying the data structure that represents the collection and without copying the individual items in the collection.

Correctness: Recognition of the relationship between noninterference and the modular verification of correctness dates back to attempts to verify Alphard programs involving iterators [16]. Programmers using one of Alphard's iterator constructs are advised to consider noninterference to be a restriction on its use, but no formal proof obligation is raised during verification. Proof rules should permit local verification of an implementation and its client programs, but this cannot be achieved without an assurance of noninterference, either through restriction by language syntax or by the presence of a noninterference proof obligation. Alphard, like other languages with iterator constructs, offers neither.

In an attempt to deal with noninterference in user-defined iterator abstractions, Booch [2] and Bishop [1] suggest classifying iterators into two categories, which Booch calls active and passive. An active iterator is a module that exports an iterator type and associated operations and permits a client to build iteration loops with standard control constructs, e.g., while loops. The main difficulty with this approach is that such a loop body may also contain calls to operations that manipulate the collection over which iteration is being done; this is precisely the problem with Alphard's and other language-supplied iterator constructs. By contrast, a passive iterator effectively encapsulates the iteration loop in a single

1In the special case that copying a collection is the purpose of iterating over it, all copying should take place in the client code that is executed for each item. Copying should not be inherent in the iterator itself.
procedure, which is parameterized by an action that would be the loop body in an iteration using an active iterator. The argument is that in this case there is no (obvious) way for a client to interleave operations that change the collection with those iterating over it, because the latter are encapsulated in the passive iterator procedure.

Unfortunately, passive iterators suffer from their own serious problems, discussed in detail by many authors [1], [2], [4]. From the standpoint of reusability, they are far less flexible than active iterators. For example, a client can iterate simultaneously over multiple collections with an active iterator (see the appendix), but not with a passive one. In the face of formal specification and the need for modular verification, the nature of the action procedure’s effects and side effects must be formally specified and proofs modularized. It is not clear how to do this. Moreover, a client still can violate noninterference by, for instance, declaring a collection to be global to the iterator’s action procedure and interfering with the iteration by manipulating that collection surreptitiously. The coup de grâce for passive iterators from the standpoint of reuse is the observation that an implementation of a passive iterator can be layered easily on top of an active one, but not vice versa.

Therefore, we follow the above-cited papers in concentrating on designs for active iterators. However, we insist that clients observe the noninterference property and be modularly verifiable, which necessarily makes our designs different from previous ones. That is, like Lamb [12], we write our formal specification so that noninterference must be observed by a correct client program. A proof obligation involving noninterference is raised in the client that can and must be discharged in a provably correct client program.

By contrast, Booch [2] points out that his iterator designs are relatively unprotected from client abuse. Indeed, nothing but self-discipline prevents a client from altering a collection during iteration over it. The same is true for Bishop’s designs [1]. Several methods for repairing this shortcoming are proposed by Edwards [4]; but like Booch and Bishop, he does not deal explicitly with formal specification or the need for a framework for modular verification. These objectives drive many of our design decisions and account for the differences between Edward’s designs and the ones we propose here.

Efficiency: Although noninterference has long been seen as a problem with iterators, Edwards [4] was the first to recognize the inefficiency inherent in both published iterator abstractions and language constructs. All previously published designs for iterators (i.e., those before Edwards’s papers [4]–[6]) include a function called, e.g., ValueOf. This returns to the client a copy of the next item from the collection.

The execution-time cost of such copying is troubling if the representations of the items in the collection are themselves large, complex data structures. As noted by Harms and Weide [9], the typical method of avoiding this expense—copying only a reference (pointer) to an item, as with the designs recommended by Booch [2] and Bishop [1]—creates even more serious problems from the standpoint of our objectives. It significantly complicates formal specification and, practically speaking, thwarts modular verification [8], [10]. This formal-proof difficulty has practical consequences: It means that human understanding of, and informal reasoning about, program behavior is much harder than it should be. Replacing copying by swapping is both efficient and amenable to tractable formal specification and modular proof rules, and hence to easier understanding of program behavior. This is the reason why we prefer the swapping paradigm for our designs.

Another efficiency issue is noted by Edwards [4] and by Lamb [12]. Achieving optimum performance of an iterator generally requires that the implementer of an iterator have access to the underlying representation of the collection. However, this is not essential solely to obtain the required functionality of an iterator, if the operations on the collection abstraction are sufficiently powerful [4], [9], [19].

B. Language Features and User-Defined Iterator Abstractions

Alphard [16] and CLU [13] have built-in iterator constructs, and Cameron [3] proposes some elegant variations. Here we concentrate on designing iterators as user-defined abstractions in languages that do not include special constructs to support iterators, and we do not further consider possible language support for our designs. There are three reasons for this. First, the practical successors to Alphard and CLU (e.g., Ada and C++) simply do not support iterators directly, so there is clearly a need for a design approach that does not rely on special language support. Second, even with language support, one needs to define formally a common interface model for iterators if a high degree of composability of software components is to be expected [5], [6]. Finally, none of the proposed language mechanisms satisfactorily addresses the problem of noninterference and the need for modular reasoning about program behavior, or the inefficiency of copying.

C. The Swapping Paradigm

The swapping style of software design [9], [19] differs from the conventional copying style in using swapping (and the swap operator :=) to replace copying (and the standard := operator). It is based on two observations about generic modules, e.g., Ada generic packages. First, items whose types are parameters to generic modules might have large data structures as their concrete representations. These items therefore might be expensive to copy. Second, an attempt to overcome the cost of copying the abstract values of such items by copying references to them inevitably leads to difficulties in establishing program correctness by modular reasoning. This in turn frustrates both the clients of an abstraction and maintainers of its implementations. Therefore, it is advantageous to design the abstract interface of a generic component so that an implementation can achieve data movement by swapping (exchanging) the abstract values of any two variables of the same type, rather than by copying abstract values (destroying old values and duplicating new ones) or by copying references to abstract values.

Harms and Weide [9], [19] and Hollingsworth [10] propose detailed principles to help designers create generic reusable software components in the swapping style. For example, consider the operations on collection types such as a Queue of Items. Insertion operations such as Enqueue should permit
implementations that swap Items into the structure. Inspection or removal operations such as Dequeue should permit implementations that swap Items out.

A particularly instructive example is an Array of Items ADT. The (single) primary operation should take an Array, an index, and an Item, and swap the indexed element with that Item. The usual fetch and store become secondary operations using this primitive. That is, they can be implemented with an insignificant performance penalty by layering on top of the primary swap-based operation if they are really needed, and in most clients they are not [9], [19].

D. Formal Specification

The main example we use throughout the rest of this paper is a FIFO queue abstraction. The formal specification of the Queue_Template concept in a dialect of RESOLVE [9], [17], [19] is shown in Fig. 1.

A concept specifies a generic abstract module consisting of two parts: context, which spells out the information needed to complete the specification, and a description of the exported interface. The conceptual context of Queue_Template is provided through a generic parameter, an ADT called Item. The concept exports an ADT called Queue and primary operations to Enqueue and Dequeue Items and to test if a Queue Is_Empty. This is a model-based specification in which a Queue is modeled as a mathematical string of (the mathematical model of) Items. String theory notation includes (\(\langle x \rangle\)), where \(x\) is an Item, which denotes the string containing the single Item \(x\); and \(a * b\), where \(a\) and \(b\) are strings, which denotes the string obtained by concatenating \(a\) and \(b\). Initially, a variable of type Queue is empty; i.e., its model is the empty string, denoted by empty_string.

The notation used in ensures clauses (postconditions) is that a variable stands for the value of its mathematical model at the conclusion of the operation; the variable prefixed with \# (pronounced “old”) stands for the value of the variable’s mathematical model at the start of that operation. The \# prefix is not needed or used in requires clauses (preconditions), where all variables denote values at the start of the operation.

The parameters’ modes are used to simplify specification, and have nothing to do with the mechanism for passing parameters [9]. Mode alters means the argument replacing this formal parameter may be changed as a result of the call; how it is changed is stated explicitly in the postcondition, which generally relates that variable’s new value to its old value and to the values of other formal parameters. Mode preserves means the argument’s value at the conclusion of the operation is the same as it is at the start of the operation. For example, in operation Is_Empty, there is no need to say explicitly in the postcondition \(q = \#q\). Mode consumes means the argument’s value is changed to an initial value for its type. For example, consuming a variable of type Queue would make it equal empty_string, while consuming an Integer would make it 0 (assuming the initial value for Integers is 0). Finally, mode produces means that the argument’s value may be changed by the call, but its value at the beginning of the call has no influence on the operation’s behavior.

Lamb [12] and Pearce and Lamb [15] use trace specifications for iterators. In this paper, we use model-oriented specifications like the one above. Model-oriented specifications seem well suited to designs based on swapping, have seen relatively widespread use in practice (e.g., Larch and Z), and are rather easily understood, even by those not intimately familiar with the wide variety of formal specification techniques currently in use [17], [20]. They also have been used in proof systems for modular verification of implementations and clients [8].

At the risk of seeming to apologize for writing formal specifications, we note in advance that the formal specification of the final iterator design we propose is not as short or as simple as we might have hoped. We believe this is due to the moderately complex behavior that the specification describes, inherent in iterators, and not to a serious shortcoming with either the specification notation or with our choice of how to specify iterators in that notation. We know of no comparably complex behavior specified in any formal way that does not look at least as imposing. The question arises, though, whether real programmers can be expected to understand such a specification, and, if not, what value it has. Others already have answered this somewhat loaded question [17], [20]. But we would add that the importance of programmer understanding of formal specifications only underscores the need for a common interface model for iterators that, once understood after, say, a careful reading of this paper, leads to rapid understanding of an entire class of structurally similar specifications [6]. We also note that even if most client programmers could understand iterators from only derived metaphorical descriptions and examples and could not read the formalism itself, then a formal specification still would serve an important role as the legal contract between implementer and client against which formal verification could be performed by experts or mechanical provers.

III. DEVELOPMENT OF AN ITERATOR FOR A QUEUE

The goal of this section is to develop a design approach that applies to iterators for any type of collection of any type of item. We create an iterator for the generic Queue type of
Section II, then generalize in Section IV. The presentation in this section is incremental. In each step, we present a proposed design of the iterator and sample client code that uses it, then discuss it, critique it, and propose a new design, until the final design achieves the stated objectives. The development proceeds as follows:

- **Design #1:** Attack problem (1) from Section II-A, i.e., noninterference and modular verification of correctness. We define a companion type Iterator for type Queue with operations that support iteration over a Queue. The idea of this step is to make noninterference a nonissue and thereby permit modular correctness proofs. The chief problem with this design is that it is based on the copying paradigm and therefore is inherently inefficient. In fact, Design #1 might look like a straw man to some readers; after all, no one really designs iterators this way. But that is precisely the point: To enforce noninterference and achieve modularity of correctness proofs, designs based on the copying paradigm must sacrifice efficiency. Other real iterator designs attempt to achieve some degree of efficiency at the expense of assured noninterference and proof modularity. Design #1 illustrates that the trade-off might be made in the other direction. It also serves as the basis for better designs to follow.

- **Design #2:** Attack problem (2) from Section II-A, i.e., efficiency with respect to copying. We revise Design #1 to use swapping. The purpose of this step is to permit an implementation of an iterator that still demands noninterference and supports modular verification, yet does not need to copy either the data structure that represents the Queue or any of the Items in it. The main problems with Design #2 are that it is cumbersome to write a loop invariant to demonstrate the correctness of a typical client program, and that some swapping-paradigm principles still are not completely observed.

- **Design #3:** Add some abstract state information to the model of the iterator type to remedy the verification problem above, and change the operations slightly to take advantage of it. The purpose of this step is to facilitate client correctness proofs and to achieve closer adherence to swapping paradigm design principles. This design achieves all the stated objectives. A generalization that handles arbitrary collections and various extensions is presented in Section IV.

### A. Design #1

First, we define a companion type Iterator for the type Queue. This new type has its own operations that support iteration over a Queue. Typical client code involves two steps: Transfer the Queue value into an Iterator variable; then iterate over that variable, not over the original Queue.

An appropriate mathematical model of an Iterator is (like a Queue) a string of Items. This string records the order in which the Items are to be processed during iteration. Here

2 An Iterator is not modeled by a Queue, because in our model-based specification framework, an ADT's model is always a mathematical object, not another program object.

Fig. 2. Queue.Iterator Design #1.

we choose this to be the order in which the Items would be Dequeued from the original Queue. Other orderings can be specified easily by changing the postcondition of Start.Iterator, and, for some representations of type Queue, other orderings can be implemented as easily as the natural order. (See also Section IV.) The specification for Design #1 is shown in Fig. 2.

**Discussion:** Design #1 involves a specification mechanism called a **facility parameter**. A **facility** is an instance of a (generic) concept. In this case, Queue.Iterator.Template is parameterized by type Item, and by an instance of Queue.Template called Queue.Facility, which exports a Queue (of Items) ADT and associated operations.

As noted earlier, we should be able to layer the implementation of an iterator on top of the corresponding collection abstraction, so that the new code respects the collection abstraction, and this could be done here [9], [14], [19]. However, there are potential order-of-magnitude efficiency gains if the underlying collection and the iterator are implemented together as a single program unit with shared knowledge of the collection and iterator representations. We specify such a composite concept in Fig. 3.

Queue.With.Iterator.Template is a concept that exports the combined interfaces of Queue.Template and Queue.Iterator.Template. The **local context** section in Fig. 3 simply ties down the parameters of these two generic abstractions, so the combination of interfaces is what we require from the strong typing standpoint. This is the RESOLVE mechanism for specification or interface inheritance [11]. In subsequent discussions of efficiency of iterator operations, we refer to the direct implementation of Queue.With.Iterator.Template from Fig. 3.

Here is a sample of client code for iteration using Design #1:

`StartIterator(i, q)`
concept Queue_With_Iterator_Template

global context
Queue_Template
Queue_This_Iterator_Template

parametric context
  type Item
  local context
  facility Queue_Facility is
  Queue_Template (Item)
  facility Queue_This_Iterator_Facility is
  Queue_This_Iterator_Template (Item, Queue_Facility)

interface
  re-exports
  Queue_Facility
  Queue_This_Iterator_Facility
end Queue_With_Iterator_Template

Fig. 3. Queue_With_Iterator Specification.

while not Is_Empty (i) do
  Get_Next_Item (i, x)
(* code to process x *)
end while

Finish_This_Iterator (i)

It is evident from the sample code that Design #1 achieves noninterference by defining it away. The original Queue q is completely separate from the Iterator i. The Start Iterator operation protects q from being changed during iteration. If the code in the loop body of the sample code manipulates q, there is no interference with the iteration. Similarly, changes to x in the code to process x do not influence either q or i. Therefore, it is acceptable for a client program to manipulate q inside a loop that is iterating over i, even if i was obtained from q.

Critique: Noninterference is assured here only at the cost of efficiency. Design #1 effectively forces an implementation of Start_This_Iterator to copy q into i. The reason is that simply copying a reference to q or references to its Items creates aliases, and hence cannot preserve the independence of the abstract values of q and i [9], [10]. It is impossible to prove that such an implementation of Queue_With_Iterator_Template is correct outside the context of a client program, because the client program might manipulate q or its items through these aliases. The only way to create a modularly verifiable implementation for Design #1 is to copy q (including all of its Items).

However, a clever implementation of Queue_With_Iterator_Template might defer copying the data structure that represents q (but not its Items), as long as there are no calls to Enqueue or Dequeue on the original Queue q during an iteration over i. It can keep enough internal state as part of a Queue representation to recognize that in the abstract view of these operations, q supposedly has been copied into an Iterator i. It can determine whether an iteration is in progress by monitoring whether the call to Start_This_Iterator has been matched by a bracketing call to Finish_This_Iterator. If a call to Enqueue or Dequeue occurs during an iteration, the copy of q's data structure can be made at that time. Supporting this kind of implementation is the only real reason for the Finish_This_Iterator operation in Design #1. In the worst case, though, copying of q is still necessary.

concept Queue_Iterator_Template

global context
Queue_Template

parametric context
  type Item
  facility Queue_Facility is
  Queue_Template (Item)

interface
  type family Iterator is modeled by
  (future: string of math[Item] present: math[Item]
  original: string of math[Item])

exemplar i

initialization
  ensures i.future = empty_string and
  is_initial (i.present) and
  i.original = empty_string

operation Start_Iterator |
  produces i: Iterator
  consumes q: Queue
  produces x: Item
  ensures i.future = $q$ and
  i.present = x and
  i.original = $q$

operation Finish_Iterator |
  consumes i: Iterator
  produces q: Queue
  consumes x: Item
  requires i.present = x
  ensures q = $i$.original

operation Get_Next_Item (i
  alters i: Iterator
  alters x: Item
  requires i.future /= empty_string and
  i.present = x
  ensures $x = i$.future and
  i.original = $i$.original

operation Is_Empty (i
  preserves (i: Iterator): Boolean
  ensures Is_Empty iff i.future = empty_string
end Queue_Iterator_Template

Fig. 4. Queue_Iterator Design #2.

We again note that nearly all previously published iterator designs do not force copying of the data structure representing the collection, but they do force copying of its Items in the course of iterating. In such designs, the counterpart of Get_Next_Item is a function that returns a copy of the next Item in the collection. Again, a modularly verifiable implementation may not make this copy cheaply by creating an alias to the Item. These problems are intrinsic to the copying paradigm [9], [19].

B. Design #2

Design #1 can be changed to use the swapping paradigm. The reason for doing this is to permit an implementation that does not need to copy either the data structure that represents the Queue or any of the Items in it. Two key ideas make this approach workable.

The first is a change to Start_Iterator and Finish_Iterator. Start_Iterator can be modified so that an implementation can move the original Queue into the Iterator object, and the matching call to Finish_Iterator can move the Queue back. This design relieves the implementer from responsibility for copying the data structure the represents the Queue. Moving arbitrarily large data structures in this way can be accomplished in constant (uniformly bounded) time with swapping [9].
The second idea is to define Get.Next.Item so that its implementation does not need to return a copy of the item to the client, but can swap it out. This is possible if the client is required to pass that item back (unchanged) in the next call to Get.Next.Item. In this case, the implementation can simply put the item back into the Queue data structure, and swap out the next one to return to the client. The only real hurdle is to get the boundary conditions correct, so that the first and last calls to Get.Next.Item are not special cases.

The mathematical model of an Iterator becomes an ordered triple: a string of Items (called future) serving the same purpose as the model in Design #1, a single Item (called present) that records the Item value currently held by the client, and a string of Items (called original) that records the value of the original Queue. The complete specification for Design #2 is shown in Fig. 4, where the predicate is_initial means that its argument has an initial value for its type.

Discussion: Below is a sample of client code for iteration using Design #2.

```
Start.Iterator (i, q, x)
while not Is.Empty (i)
do
    Get.Next.Item (i, x)
    (* code to process x without changing i or x *)
end while
Finish.Iterator (i, q, x)
```

Why is this specification so much more complex than Design #1? How does it permit the implementer to avoid copying the Queue data structure and its Items? How can a client check the preconditions of the Get.Next.Item and Finish.Iterator operations? We answer these and other questions below by considering how to implement Queue.Iterator.Template.

Fig. 5 traces an example of the effects of the sample client code segment above. It shows both the abstract models of i, q, and x (to illustrate the abstract behavior), and the critical aspects of possible concrete representations for i and q (to support performance claims). In this case, q is a Queue of Integers; mathematically modeled as a string of mathematical integers; strings are shown between '\('. Fig. 5 also shows a typical Queue representation, which is a record containing two fields: f points to the front node of the queue and r to the rear.

The representation of an Iterator is identical, except that there is an additional field in the representation record: p points to the node whose Item is presently held by the client (if any). These concrete representations are only illustrative; others also would achieve the claimed performance.

In the top row of Fig. 5, just before execution of the sample client code begins, i and x might have any values. For example, i might have an initial value for type Iterator and x might be 17, as illustrated. The value of x before Start.Iterator is immaterial; it is just a priming value, and the specification does not say exactly what Start.Iterator (q, i, x) returns in x. But note that i.present records that value; see the second row of Fig. 5. The next three rows show the situation after the three calls to Get.Next.Item that occur in the case that the original q is modeled by the three element string (9 6 90). The value of x after the call to Finish.Iterator is 0, because the specification says that operation consumes x.

One aspect of Fig. 5 might seem mysterious: Why are there top-level pointers to the records representing an Iterator and a Queue? These pointers are not strictly necessary in order to achieve the claimed performance; swapping of Iterators and Queues still would require only constant time, even without this extra level of indirection. However, it is important for implementing swapping in a uniformly bounded time, and for code-sharing among instances of generics, as noted in [9].

In the abstract explanation of Start.Iterator, the original value of q is remembered in i.future, from which Items subsequently are to be dispensed to the client by Get.Next.Item. An implementation of Start.Iterator in Design #2 need not copy the original Queue data structure in order to achieve this effect. It can acquire the original value of q by swapping. Start.Iterator is designed to consume q in order to support this implementation.

On first reading, it might appear that Start.Iterator should have to copy q in order to satisfy the postcondition clause i.original = #q. This also is not the case, because i.original is part of the abstract state of an Iterator. There is no implication that the concrete representation of an Iterator must explicitly include i.original, and indeed none of the other operations demands that i.original actually be kept for correct execution, as explained below. Adding an adjunct variable (a variable that participates in proofs but not in executable code) to the Iterator representation enables us to write a formal correspondence relation between the representation and abstract values [10].

Similarly, the postcondition clause i.present = x in Start.Iterator means that the Item value returned to the client in x is remembered as part of the Iterator’s state. But as above, this does not require copying, because i.present is only part of the abstract state of an Iterator and need not be represented concretely, unless some operation’s implementation calls for that; none does here.

Similarly, Get.Next.Item need not copy an Item. Its precondition i.present = x requires that the client pass in as x an Item equal to the one most recently returned by Start.Iterator or Get.Next.Item. The implementation can merely put this value back into the Queue data structure (in the node referenced by field p in Fig. 5) and return the next Item by swapping it out of the structure. Again, there is no need for copying, because the Item returned must be passed back in the, next call to Get.Next.Item, and so on.

When iteration is completed, the client calls Finish.Iterator. This operation’s precondition requires that the client give back the one outstanding Item (whose value is i.present), at which point the implementation has the entire data structure and all the Items in the original Queue. It simply swaps this with parameter q to achieve the stated postcondition.

A point worth noting is that no code in the client or in the implementation checks the clause i.present=x at the
beginning of a call to Get_Next_Item or FinishIterator. In fact, because there is no operation that reveals the value of \( i . \text{present} \), a client or an implementer cannot write such code without copying Items. Thus, the only means for a client to be sure that no preconditions are violated is to be able to prove that the code to process \( x \) does not change \( x \).

Without the precondition on Get_Next_Item and FinishIterator, no such proof obligation would be raised in an arbitrary client program. Although it then might be possible to verify a particular use of the swapping-based implementation, there would be no way to separate a proof of correctness of the implementation from that of the client program. Therefore, we could not prove the correctness of this implementation in a modular fashion, and we could not declare the swapping-based implementation of QueueIteratorTemplate to be correct out of the context of a particular client. The feasibility of such a modular correctness proof was one of the primary objectives of our design.

\textbf{Critique:} Although Design \#2 has a more complex specification than Design \#1, its swapping-based implementation is straightforward and efficient. However, experience using the specification of Design \#2 suggests some minor changes. Most importantly, with Design \#2, it is cumbersome to show in the sample client program that the code to process \( x \) actually is executed for every item in the original Queue \( q \). The proof relies on a loop invariant that keeps track of the items that have been processed and relates them to the Items in \( i . \text{future} \) and the original Queue. It is possible to introduce an adjunct variable for each loop to keep track of the processed items, but it is more convenient to include support for this in the specification. This and other minor modifications are discussed in the next section.
maintaining i.past * i.future = #i.past
    * #i.future and
    i.present = x and
    i.original = #i.original and
    i.deposit = #i.deposit

while not Is_Empty (i) do
    Get_Next_Item (i, x)
    (* code to process x without changing
     * i or x *)
end while
Finish.Iterator (i, q, x)

In this sample code, we include the loop invariant in a
maintaining clause, which may be considered an extra
syntactic slot in the while loop construct. The notation means
that at the beginning of each iteration of the loop, the conca-
nation of i.past and i.future equals their concatenation just
before the loop is first encountered; that i.present equals x;
and that i.original and i.deposit equal their respective values
just before the loop is first encountered.

Clearly, this invariant is true at the start of the first iteration.
It is easy to show that it is true for an arbitrary iteration if
and only if the code to process x does not change i or x. With
the addition of the past field to an Iterator's abstract state, it
also is easy to show that all Items in the original Queue q, and
only those Items, are processed by the loop.

The other changes in Design #3 support a general principle
of the swapping paradigm: There are advantages in simpli-
ﬁed reasoning about program behavior and in the perfor-
mance of storage management activities if temporary variables in a
program act as catalyst variables [9]. A catalyst variable is one
that is necessary to carry out a computation, but experiences
no (net) change in value from the beginning to the end of the
computation, or is an initial value for its type at both points.
In the expected use of Queue.Iterator_Template, we want to
make sure the local variables i and x are catalysts. Notice that
this is not the case for Design #2; i and x might start out with
any values whatsoever before Start.Iterator, and their values
after Finish.Iterator might be different.

In Design #3, we therefore require that Iterator i be an
initial value for its type before the call to Start.Iterator.
Finish.Iterator consumes i, leaving it again as an initial value
for its type. Also in Design #3, we record the priming value of
x that is passed to Start.Iterator and restore that value in
Finish.Iterator; thus, the name i.deposit, reﬂecting the fact
that we consider the priming value to be like a security deposit
that should be returned to the client upon completion of the
iteration. Now both i and x act as catalyst variables.

IV. VARIATIONS AND EXTENSIONS

There are several interesting variations and extensions of
this approach to iterators. We brieﬂy discuss them here, and, in
the process, propose a schema for a generic Iterator.Template
concept (Fig. 7) that is ﬂexible enough to accommodate most
interesting uses for iterators. This concept schema constitutes
our proposal for a common interface model for iterators.

C. Design #3

In Fig. 6, we add to the abstract model a ﬁeld (called past)
that records the Items that have been returned to the client
through Get_Next_Item, and a ﬁeld (called deposit) that records
the priming Item that the client passed into the ﬁrst call to
Start.Iterator. We also add a precondition to Start.Iterator
to guarantee that the iterator i satisﬁes its initial condition, make
Start.Iterator consume the deposited value x, modify the post
condition of Finish.Iterator so that i.deposit is returned in
x, and reorder the iterator model components to give a more
natural reading.

The representation of an Iterator as speciﬁed in Fig. 6
might look like the representation in Fig. 5. In addition, we
have to store i.deposit in the concrete representation; but
this is accomplished simply by swapping the value in during
Start.Iterator and swapping it back out during Finish.Iterator,
so there are no substantive performance implications of this
change.

Discussion: Here is a sample of client code for iteration
using Design #3. (See the appendix for complete client
examples.)

Start.Iterator (i, q, x)
A. Early Exit from Iteration

A client program that exists from an iteration loop before the Iterator is empty poses no particular problem for Design #3. (See the Appendix for an example.) However, the rationale for implementing Queue.Iterator_Template as one module, and not layering the implementation of Queue.Template on top of Queue.Iterator_Template, is efficiency in this special case. If all the Queue.Template operations take constant time, then all the layered operations take constant time, except Finish.Iterator. In the case of an early exit from an iteration, Finish.Iterator takes time proportional to the number of Items remaining in the Iterator’s future string. A direct implementation of Queue.Iterator_Template in which the Iterator operations have access to the underlying Queue representation (as in Fig. 5) achieves constant time performance for all operations.

B. Different Orders of Iteration and Iteration Over a Subset of All Items

It is easy to generalize the specification of Design #3 to define a schema for an Iterator type that presents the Items in a Queue to the client in a different order, and/or that iterates over just those Items that satisfy a particular condition. We define a binary (mathematical) relation: 

\[ \rho : \text{string of math}[\text{Item}] \times \text{string of math}[\text{Item}] \rightarrow \text{Boolean}, \]

so that \( \rho(s, t) \) holds whenever the order of appearance of the Items in string \( s \) is an acceptable or possible order of iteration for the desired Items in string \( t \). We can now generalize the ensures clause of Start.Iterator as underlined.

\[ \text{operation Start.Iterator} (\]
\[ \quad \text{alters} \ i : \text{Iterator} \]
\[ \quad \text{consumes} \ q : \text{Queue} \]
\[ \quad \text{consumes} \ x : \text{Item} \]
\[ \quad \text{requires} \ i.\text{initial}() \]
\[ \quad \text{ensures} \ i.\text{past}=\text{empty_string} \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} \land \ i.\text{present} = x \land \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} \rho(i.\text{future},#q) \land \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} i.\text{original} = #q \land \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} i.\text{deposit} = #x \]
\[ \quad \text{alters} \ i : \text{Iterator} \]
\[ \quad \text{consumes} \ q : \text{Queue} \]
\[ \quad \text{consumes} \ x : \text{Item} \]
\[ \quad \text{requires} \ i.\text{initial}() \]
\[ \quad \text{ensures} \ i.\text{past}=\text{empty_string} \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} \land \ i.\text{present} = x \land \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} \rho(i.\text{future},#q) \land \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} i.\text{original} = #q \land \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} i.\text{deposit} = #x \]
\[ \text{operation Get_Next_Item} (\]
\[ \quad \text{alters} \ i : \text{Iterator} \]
\[ \quad \text{alters} \ x : \text{Item} \]
\[ \quad \text{requires} \ i.\text{present} = x \land \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} \text{future} = \text{empty_string} \]
\[ \quad \text{ensures} \ i.\text{past} = #i.\text{past} + \text{empty_string} \land \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} \i.\text{present} = x \land \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} \text{future} = i.\text{future} \land \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} \rho(i.\text{future},#q) \land \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} i.\text{original} = #q \land \]
\[ \quad \hspace{1em} i.\text{deposit} = #x \]
\[ \text{operation Is_Empty} (\]
\[ \quad \text{preserves} \ i : \text{Iterator}; \text{Boolean} \]
\[ \quad \text{ensures} \ i.\text{Empty} \iff i.\text{future} = \text{empty_string} \]

This operation specification, with \( \rho \) a free variable, should be interpreted as part of a schema for a concept, in the following sense. A specifier might use it to guide the design of different but related iterator concepts by binding \( \rho \) in any of three ways.

1. For each individual iterator concept, replace \( \rho \) by a particular relation that controls the order in which Items are to be returned by Get_Next_Item.
2. Make \( \rho \) a client-supplied parameter to the specification (like Item and Queue_Facility).
3. Make \( \rho \) an implementer-supplied parameter to the specification.

In cases (1) and (2), any realization must be further parameterized by program operations [4], [10] that satisfy certain properties involving \( \rho \) and that permit the implementer to write code that achieves the specified behavior. In case (3), the client knows only that \( \rho \) is some relation, possibly with additional mathematical properties dictated by the specifier. Here the implementer has the freedom to present the Items from the Iterator in any convenient (efficiently computed) order, and must supply a definition for \( \rho \) that characterizes the orders it might produce.

C. Other Collections

To specify Iterators for collections that are not modeled as mathematical strings, we can adapt the approach suggested above and parameterize the concept by a Collection type, as shown in Fig. 7. Again, we introduce a binary (mathematical) relation:

\[ \rho : \text{string of math}[\text{Item}] \times \text{math}[\text{Collection}] \rightarrow \text{Boolean}, \]

defined so that \( \rho(s, c) \) holds whenever the order of the Items in string \( s \) is an acceptable or possible order of iteration for the desired Items in Collection \( c \).
We need a relation here, not a function. Consider a Set ADT, where the mathematical model of a program Set is a mathematical set. Then a useful implementer-supplied relation \( \rho \) would have \( \rho(s, c) \) hold exactly when every item in set \( c \) occurs exactly once in string \( s \). There is no natural order for iterating over the elements of a Set, but we probably want to specify that the iteration should see each element exactly once. If an implementer is free to choose any order that meets this criterion, there is substantial performance flexibility.

D. Modifying a Collection (But Not Its Items)

We now consider two more advanced kinds of iterators that involve modifying the collection during iteration. There are two sorts of changes: those that restructure the collection into an equivalent form without modifying any of its Items, and those that (instead or in addition) modify the values of the Items. An example of the first kind arises if we have a Tree ADT whose nodes are labeled by Items. We might not care about the shape of a Tree, as long as an in-order traversal produces the Items in the same order, e.g., if the Tree is used as a binary search tree. A side effect of iterating over such a Tree, then, might be that it is rebalanced.

How can we specify an iterator that has such an effect? We introduce another relation below:

\[
\sigma : \text{math}[\text{Collection}] \times \text{string of math}[\text{Item}] \times \text{math}[\text{Collection}] \rightarrow \text{Boolean},
\]

defined so that \( \sigma(i, s, f) \) holds whenever the initial Collection \( i \), when iterated over with the order of Items in string \( s \), is equivalent to the final Collection \( f \). We can then generalize the ensures clause of Finish.Iterator from the specification in Fig. 7, as underlined, below.

**operation Finish.Iterator**

- **consumes** \( i : \text{Iterator} \)
- **produces** \( c : \text{Collection} \)
- **alters** \( x : \text{Item} \)

**requires** \( i \text{. present} = x \)

**ensures**

\[
\sigma(\#i\text{. original}, \#i\text{. past} + \#i\text{. future}, c) \quad \text{and} \quad x = \#i\text{. deposit}
\]

Now an implementation can return in \( c \) any Collection that is equivalent to the original Collection, offering the possibility of performance flexibility or even intentional restructuring. A degenerate case of this schema, where \( \sigma(i, s, f) \) holds if and only if \( \rho(s, i) \) holds and \( i = f \), is the schema of Fig. 7.

E. Modifying the Items in a Collection

The intuitively obvious way to change every Item in a Collection is to iterate over the Collection and change each one as it is processed. Of course, this will not work directly with the proposed design, because getting the next Item requires the client to pass back exactly the same value that it received in the previous call to Get.Next.Item. This process works similarly for Finish.Iterator.

There are two ways to address this problem. One is to iterate over the Collection and construct the modified Collection as a new object. The appendix contains example code for copying a Queue in this way; there is no modification of each Item as it is added to the new Queue, but it is easy to see how this would be done if that were the objective. The difficulty with this as a general solution is that Items cannot be modified in place. New ones must be constructed, with the associated efficiency penalty (which is possibly significant if the Items are large) that we initially argued we should like to avoid if possible.

Another approach, then, is to further generalize the Iterator.Template design to support specifying the way in which each Item is to be modified. Again, we introduce a relation that characterizes mathematically how the modified Item values must be related to the old ones:

\[
\nu : \text{math}[\text{Item}] \times \text{math}[\text{Item}] \rightarrow \text{Boolean}.
\]

The specifier or client should define \( \nu(a, b) \) to hold if and only if \( b \) is an allowable new value corresponding to the old value \( a \). (This relation could be generalized even further to have a third argument, a string of Items, so that new Item values could depend on the values of all previously processed Items as well.)

Now we generalize the preconditions of Get.Next.Item and Finish.Iterator, replacing \( i \text{. present} = x \) by \( \nu(i \text{. present}, x) \). We also have to do two other things. The first is to add another component to the iterator model—a string of Items perhaps called updates—and to change the postcondition of Get.Next.Item, so that this string records the (modified) Items returned to Get.Next.Item. The second is to change the relation \( \sigma \) from the previous subsection, so that it depends additionally on another string of Items that includes the updates, and to change the postcondition of Finish.Iterator accordingly.

Note that modifying a collection while iterating over it, though specifiable and sometimes useful, is fraught with danger. Consider iterating over a Set of Integers, squaring each one. The abstract set model of the program Set object might have fewer elements following the iteration; e.g., \(-2\) and \(2\) both yield 4. Similarly, consider iterating over a Tree of Integers, squaring each one, but trying to maintain the binary search tree property. These examples illustrate that for a correct implementation, it is insufficient just to traverse the data structure representing the Set or Tree and to perform a squaring operation on each element. This is the kind of problem, both in client understanding of iteration and in implementation efficiency, that leads us to warn against modifying Items during iteration in general, even though it causes no insurmountable technical difficulties with our specification and design approach.

V. CONCLUSION

Previously published iterator designs are unsatisfactory along several dimensions. The iterator design developed incrementally for Queues in Section III, and generalized to a schema for arbitrary Collections in Section IV-C, addresses the deficiencies of prior approaches in the following specific ways.

- It is designed to support efficient implementations; neither the implementer nor the client needs to copy the
data structure representing the Collection, or any of the individual Items in it.
• Its abstract behavior (including the noninterference property) is formally specified.
• Its implementations and clients can be verified independently, i.e., modularly, in the sense of [8].
• It can be specified as a schema for an independent generic concept that defines an iterator abstraction for arbitrary Collections, so all iterator abstractions in a system share a common interface model.

Because of these advantages, the iterator design in Fig. 7 should be considered as a baseline proposal for a common interface model for iterator abstractions. This baseline supports sequential access to the individual Items of a Collection in various orders, but without allowing a Collection or its Items to be modified during iteration, and is robust enough to handle any container structure where such iterations are meaningful.

A final note on language issues: Our design shows, in principle, how iterators can be abstracted and encapsulated to support modular programming and modular reasoning about program behavior. But can the design be used in real programming languages? There is no technical difficulty with Ada, because a generic package may export more than one type, as an implementation of a Collection. With Iterator_Template must. (See the RESOLVE/Ada Discipline [10]. The particularly interested reader also should consult [4] for detailed examples of similar iterator designs coded in Ada.)

For C++, a mismatch with the RESOLVE language model leads to minor trouble. There is a temptation to use inheritance to combine interfaces, i.e., to make QueueIterator_Template a class derived from the Queue_Template class. However, such a C++ class effectively defines just one type, not two. This leads inevitably to nontrivial differences between the abstract specification given here and even the parameter profiles of the C++ class methods. So, another solution is preferred: Make Queue_Template and QueueIterator_Template separate but friend classes in order to get the required efficiency of implementation of the combined interface.

APPENDIX

CLIENT EXAMPLES FOR DESIGN #3

Here is a sample client for Design #3, an operation to copy a queue using an iterator.

```
operation Copy(
  preserves q1: Queue
  produces q2: Queue)
ensures q2 = q1
begin
  variable
  cleared: Queue
  i: Iterator
  x1, x2: Item

  q2 := cleared
  StartIterator (i, q1, x1)
  maintaining i.past * i.future =
  #i.past * #i.future and
  i.present = x1 and
  i.original = #i.original
  and
  i.deposit = #i.deposit
  and
  q2 = i.past
  while not Is_Empty (i) do
    Get_Next_Item (i, x1)
    Copy_Item (x1, x2)
    Enqueue (q2, x2)
  end while
  FinishIterator (i, q1, x1)
end Copy
```

This example illustrates simultaneous iteration over two collections, and a possible early exit from an iteration loop: an operation to determine whether two Queues are equal.

```
operation Are_Equal(
  preserves q1: Queue
  preserves q2: Queue): Boolean
ensures Are_Equal iff q1 = q2
begin
  variable
  i1, i2: Iterator
  x1, x2: Item
  equal: Boolean

  equal := true
  StartIterator (i1, q1, x1)
  StartIterator (i2, q2, x2)
  maintaining i1.past * i1.future =
    #i1.past * #i1.future and
    i1.present = x1 and
    i1.original =
    #i1.original and
    i1.deposit = #i1.deposit
    and
    i2.past * i2.future =
    #i2.past * #i2.future and
    i2.present = x2 and
    i2.original =
    #i2.original and
    i2.deposit = #i2.deposit
    and
    equal = (i1.past = i2.past)
  while equal and not Is_Empty (i1) and
    not Is_Empty (i2) do
    Get_Next_Item (i1, x1)
    Get_Next_Item (i2, x2)
    equal := Are_Equal_Items (x1, x2)
  end while
  if equal and (not Is_Empty (i1) or not
```
Is_Empty (12) then
    equal := false
end if

FinishIterator (i1, q1, x1)
FinishIterator (i2, q2, x2)
return equal
end AreEqual
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